There are several types of subjects I really like building, post and WW II
German aircraft, especially night and jet fighters, US Navy planes,
especially the heavily weathered ones, and I also love WW II and modern
Japanese aircraft. So it’s time for something Japanese. One of the really
appealing things about modern Japanese aircraft is their paint schemes,
and they also tend to have a lot of commemorative markings. The F-2A
that I plan on building has both a great paint scheme and also great
commemorative markings. I can’t recall seeing this subject on contest
tables, so that’s another appealing aspect, building something that isn’t
seen often.
I have a bunch of aftermarket products that I intend to use, so off with
another build article.

General Electric (engine), Kawasaki, Honeywell, Raytheon, NEC, Hazeltine, and Kokusai
Electric are among the larger participants. Final assembly is done in Japan, by MHI at its
Komaki-South facility in Nagoya.
Larger wings give better payload and maneuverability, but also tend to add weight to the
airframe in various ways. To make the larger wings lighter the skin, spars, ribs and cap of the
wings were made from graphite-epoxy composite and co-cured in an autoclave. This was the
first application of co-cured technology to a production tactical fighter. This technology was
then transferred back to America, as part of the program’s industrial partnership.

F-2 plan form compared to F-16
Some differences in the F-2 from the F-16A:
•25% larger wing area
•composite materials used to reduce overall weight and radar signature
•longer and wider nose to accommodate a J/APG-1/J/APG-2 active electronically scanned
array (AESA) radar. The F-2 was the first operational military aircraft in the world to feature
an AESA radar, before the F-22 Raptor’s AN/APG-77 AESA radar.
•larger tail plane
•larger air intake
•three-piece cockpit canopy
•capabilities for four ASM-1 or ASM-2 anti-ship missiles, four AAMs, and additional fuel tanks
•drogue parachute

Hasegawa 1/48 F-2A

Aires gear bay

Platz (Eduard) photo etch

Aires engine nozzle

Fine Molds pitot tubes

Afterburner decals

I’m replacing the gear bays with Aires resin. It’s
interesting to see the detail differences between the
kit parts (left) and the resin pieces..

The first thing I started with was the clear canopy pieces.
They were cleaned up and dipped into a bath of Future.
They’ll have plenty of time to harden before I get to the
point where I need them.

To replace the front gear bay requires removal of the kit bay which
is moulded on top of the front top intake trunk. I ended up having
to thin the plastic down as well to get the resin item to fit.

Lately I’ve been discovering that resin replacement/upgrade pieces
do not easily fit in place. A lot of thinning of the front gear bay
was required. It’s scary stuff because you have to remove a lot of
resin and hold it up to the light to ensure you don’t ‘go through’. I
used a piece of styrene as a temporary spacer bar for the lower
intake housing pieces so that I could glue styrene blocks in place to
locate the front gear bay.

Alignment of the resin item front to back is also crucial so I used
the door to locate the hinge openings which I then used to line
up the resin.

I found the perfect material for filling the seams on jet intakes. It’s
called Perfect Plastic Putty. It is water based and does not shrink. I
wouldn’t replace this as my regular putty. It is similar to drywall
compound, however with a slightly ‘gooey’ consistency which
makes it a bit difficult to apply. However a Q-tip dipped in water
really does a good job of smoothing it out. It’s also white which
makes the intake easier to paint as well.

Next I was able to glue the front intake housing pieces
together as well as gluing the intake trunk in place.

Now I could slide the front bay in from the back of
the front housing.

The front gear bay being slid into position. Even
with all the thinning I did it was still a tight fit. The
next slide explains what still transpired and how to
address it in the future.

I was unable to remove more resin or plastic , but I still had
a tight fit. What this resulted in is the front housing
cracking (weakened in part by the liquid cement). I also
had the inside of the jet intake trunk crack due to the
pressure I was applying trying to get everything joined. To
prevent this from happening in the future I will do
everything the same except for filling the inside seams on
the jet intake. This I’ll do after everything is glued in place.
The other option which may help things is not to use any
resin aftermarket pieces!

All the outside seams were cleaned up and I redid the intake
trunk. I also added some styrene to the seams wherever
possible. The hole you see in the top triangular section was
added by myself so that I could insert the silver center strake
after the intake has been sanded and painted. I did something
similar when I built the Academy F-16 I Sufa.

I drilled holes where the front intake section will sit so that I
could flow the liquid cement in from the inside (top) thus
minimizing contact of the glue with the outer surfaces.

The front intake is now glued in place and I re-enforced the
seam with additional styrene.

To get the rear part of the intake trunk to fit I had to do a lot of
thinning of the main gear bay resin and the plastic on the
second trunk itself. Using the resin items does not result in an
easy fit after the pour plugs are removed. I even had to heat
up the main gear bay walls to get them to fit in place. The
items seems a little shorter than what it should be. I don’t
think Aires does much test fitting to see if their products fit as
intended. So lots of knife whittling is required. And red spots
you see in the pictures is not paint. Note to self...knife blades
are sharp and hurt when they slip.

It really was a lot of work to get to this point. I hope it was
worth it.

Here is what the gear bays look like
installed.

Time to move onto the cockpit. Using
the Platz photo etch I installed the
rudder pedals. I took this photo as you
likely won’t be able to see these when
everything is in place. Why do I
bother?...

Strip styrene was used to build up some side wall detail.

Platz does a nice job providing
detail for the instrument panel.

The Hasegawa supplied seat
is somewhat plain, but the
Platz set and some extra
bits of my own really help
spruce it up. Below are the
side walls painted up.

Using clamps and slowly moving along the fuselage, I
glued the top and lower sections together. Seam clean up
should be fairly easy.

Somewhat disappointing is how Hasegawa placed the
seam for the front nose cone. The radome strake is right
above the fuselage seam. I’ll either have to be very
careful or replace the strengthening rib later.

Having not used many resin items in the past, I don’t know if the ‘pain in
the arse’ issues I’m running into are normal. If they are I really question
why resin appears to be so popular. I think I’ve got the worst part of the
build behind me though.
As for the kit, there’s been two disappointments so far. The ejection seat
is plain and the radome seam could have been done better. A separate
one piece nose cone would have been the way to go.
Overall I’m still excited about this build subject. I’m happy with how the
cockpit turned out. The intake strake also turned out well, but will likely
be nearly impossible to see. Why do I bother? I guess at least I know it
worked out.
It should look more like a complete aircraft in part 2 of the build article.
Super happy lucky job so
far.

The bar that holds the canopy was starting to break
on me when the plane was upside down so I put a
temporary guard in place to protect it.

I glued all the hard points onto the wing before gluing
it to the fuselage. It was easier to see if they were
straight and it reducing chances of cracking the wing
seam when trying to attach these afterwards.

The seam under the wing was dealt with by not
sanding it. I taped each side of the seam with masking
tape, filled it with putty and then used solvent to
smooth the putty. I think it worked out well this way.

I plan on attaching the landing gear after all the aircraft
painting is done. I therefore had to place the gear in
the proper location and attach all the actuators. This
unit will be painted separately and attached near the
end of the build.

Some photo etch parts were added to the
front gear leg.

For most of the seams on this plane I’ve utilized Mr. Surfacer. I
really wanted to minimize or eliminate my typical heavy handed
Neanderthal approach to seam puttying and sanding. Using Mr.
Surfacer and eliminating the excess with solvent is one of the best
techniques I discovered (well not me, I got the tip from a DVD
‘how to’ series).

The instrument panel cover didn’t fit too well after the
photo etch gets added.

One of the instruments displays got lost during the dry
fitting process.

A small piece of styrene cut and painted replaced the
item. Tamiya purple ended up as a good match.

Here’s the cover after some small modifications. Use of
photo etch tends to create extra work...

Due to the resin gear bay there were no locating holes to
use to prop the plane. I drilled holes in the pylons and
stuck toothpicks in.

Mission accomplished. Nicely propped up ready for a
painting session.

Kit part

All parts were mounted and washed in preparation for
painting.

Fine Molds
item

The probes at the side of the nose cone were also replaced.
Nice little improvement.

The carpet monster ate a piece of photo etch that went on the front windscreen frame section. I glued some random bits on to
add some gizmology detail and did the same thing to the main canopy frame.

Aires nozzle
for the
Tamiya F-16
Block 50.

None of the parts on the kit need replacing. The ejection seat can be used as is, or improved with masking tape, etc. The gear bays also
don’t need replacing, especially when one typically can’t see them unless picking up the plane. You can get away with the kit pitot tube as
well. Same thing with the kit decals, although I will say that the aftermarket decals give you a much nicer scheme. Lastly there’s the
engine nozzle. Again the kit part will do, but the Aires item should really make a marked improvement. The picture starts to give you an
idea of the differences. The painting of the Aires nozzle is where this item should really start to stand out. Although it requires a little bit
of figuring out, this is one Aires item that is actually well manufactured. Once you figure out what to cut off and trim it fits together nicely.
The nozzle is actually designed for the Tamiya F-16 Block 50, but is the same engine used on the F-2A and also appears to fit the Hasegawa
kit nicely.

The inside of the nozzle was painted by starting with a
white and buff colour mix.

After that a lot of masking was done to the inside of the
nozzle. Tedious work but I hope it really pays off.

Mr. Metal Color Iron was then sprayed onto the nonmasked areas.

The picture doesn’t do a good job of showing what it really
looks like, but it does give you an idea.

Don’t get the idea that my favourite past time is masking,
but it’s necessary to obtain certain results. The exhaust
feathers were first sprayed a medium dark grey and then
masked.

The exhaust feathers were then sprayed with Alcald II Dark
Aluminum. For the rear exhaust shroud I used Model
Master Burnt Metal, buffing type.

The rear exhaust shroud. I haven’t touched the Model
Master metalizers in years, but they’re a good product.
Years ago when I bought them my skill set (or lack thereof)
didn’t produce the best results with them.

Dry brushing and washes on the inside, thin coats of clear
yellow and blue and a thinned wash of Tamiya Smoke
produced the outside results. Again my non-professional
camera doesn’t do the item justice.

Openings were masked with various materials. Masking tape naturally, sponge foam and Mr. Hobby liquid mask. The rear canopy was
glued on and then everything was primed in Steam Power Black and any flaws were corrected. I thinned the paint with Mr. Leveling
Thinner. I’ve been finding that the paint gels after a bit if you mix up large batches, so take caution when painting large areas. Maybe
consider mixing smaller paint batches throughout the paint job if you have to use Mr. Leveling Thinner. In future I think I’ll reserve the
thinner for precision paint jobs which tend to be smaller paint jobs in themselves.

One of the main gear cylinders got eaten by the carpet
monster so I had to fabricate a new one.

The front and main canopies were masked on the inside
as well and sprayed with grey first.

On the front canopy the inside masks were
removed, then the item was glued onto the
fuselage and painted spraying towards the
rear because I didn’t mask the inside. This
technique also leaves the grey border on the
frame edge. I just need to remember the
inside isn’t masked otherwise I’ll have one
giant screw up on my hands that I might not
be able to recover from. Hmmm...maybe I’ll
have to mask it just to be safe...

Last time I painted a JASDF aircraft I followed the painting
instructions by using H-54 and H-56. Neither of these paint
seemed to provide enough contrast or represented the true
colours. I therefore mixed my own this time. Here’s the
recipe for my paint mixes:
Dark Blue
- Recommended: H-54
-My Mix: H-54 (2 parts)
X-3 (1 part)
XF-1 (1 part)
Medium Blue - Recommended: H-56
-My Mix: XF-18 (3 parts)
X-4 (1 part)
XF-2 (1 part)

One would normally paint the lighter colours first, but in this case I chose to paint
the darker one first. I did that to minimize the masking and minimize risk of
overspray. Once it was painted and dry I used a Trizac 3000 pad to sand away any
rough areas or where dust particles had landed. This resulted in having to do
another touch up spray session. Also notice that I haven’t attached the vertical
tail. Again this was done in the interest to minimize masking. The fit of the tail is
so good that I can get away with doing it this way.

And here’s the tail. Yes it’s not blue, and that’s part of the appeal of the paint scheme in the aftermarket decal sheet.
There’s still more painting to be done on the tail as well, so I haven’t revealed what the entire thing will look like.
Painting was done freehand with my Iwata HP-B, and Mr. Leveling Thinner really helps get crisper spray lines.

I’ve finally gotten to the painting stage. That’s always a big
accomplishment. My own paint mixes for the camouflage will hopefully
also show their worth. I won’t truly know until I start applying the medium
blue. This time around I’m taking more time to correct painting errors by
sanding away high spots or dust particles. This has resulted in having to
do some re-spray sessions, but I hope the result will be worth it. I plan on
finishing this plane in a fairly clean state, since it is an anniversary
scheme on the decal sheet.
I also have to mention again what a wonderful fitting kit this has been up
to this point. I have a feeling that the Japanese model engineers take
extra pride and effort into indigenous designs.
In the next build article I’ll continue with the painting and get into the
decaling, something that always worries me a bit.
Super happy awesome so
far.

I left off in the last article with the majority of painting done. Yes it’s been a while since my last update.
Apologies for that.
In the final stages of finishing this thing I’ve run into many foul ups (language cleaned up, you know what I’m
referring to). I’ll be describing them in the coming slides, but they really challenged me and made me
wonder if I would be able to complete this project.

Foul up #1. The paint peeled off when I removed the masking tape from the main landing bay. I’m guessing that there was still some
mould release on the resin even tough I had washed everything. The fix was relatively easy. I hand painted the wall after scraping away
all the paint on the wall. I also had trouble getting the plane to sit horizontal when I attached the main gear. I’m guessing the resin gear
bay played a factor in that.

Foul up #2. This one wasn’t so easy to deal with, and I thought
it might ruin the project. When I peeled the masking tape off
the canopy I was left with an orange peel appearance, or a lip
as can be seen on the rear transparency. First thing I did was
walk away before I did anything rash (read: crazy) in an attempt
to fix it. After some contemplation I came up with a game
plan.

Using a Q-tip, I used 3 progressive grades of Tamiya
polishing compound to rub the coat of Future away.
This was a bit of work but eventually brought the
canopies back to the original clear plastic. After I
was done I had to put another layer of flat coat on
the plane since some areas of paint also got
polished.

To get a nice gloss finish on the
transparencies I used Mr. Hi-Coating,
which is basically Novus #1 only a lot
more expensive. Obviously I only
learned that after I bought Mr. HiCoating.

I didn’t encounter any issues with the front
windshield. What ended up being different
about this part is that it didn’t have a seam
down the middle that I had to sand away. I
can’t remember all the products I put to the
other transparencies, but either wax or Mr. HiCoating likely affected it which resulted in
pebbly appearance. I’m going to have to give
more attention/though to canopies in the
future to avoid these kind of issues.

WTF!

Foul up #3. This is a bad one. I dropped a glue bottle onto the plane and the force ended up breaking the front landing gear
yoke. Maybe this plane is trying to tell me something!?!? Where it broke meant that I couldn’t pin it. I glued it with CA glue,
but it broke again. I then ordered metal landing gear from SAC via Lucky Model. The gear is for an F-16, but is basically the
same. This is the only way I could save the plane.

Foul up #4 (not pictured). When I glued the exhaust nozzle on the plane suddenly turned into a tail dragger. I never considered
that the extra weight of the resin would create this situation. I managed to get some lead sinkers into the nose cone through
the cockpit. The plane rattles a bit when I pick it up, but I can live with that compared to it sitting on its tail.

Here’s a few photos of the cockpit before I put the canopy in place.

I usually hate painting ordnance, but the nice decal scheme made me put missiles on the wing tips.

Before I reveal the finished model, here’s a quick product review. I keep searching for new ways to organize my work
bench. A while back I had purchased a terraced paint stand from J’s Work. Now they’ve come out with a new stand
that hangs on the wall, holds more paint bottles and takes up significantly less space. Here’s where I keep the paints
that I’m using on a particular model that I’m working on. It does make me wonder however, do they release a product
that’s not quite perfect having the better one already designed. Once everyone has bought the first product the better
design gets released. Hmmmmmm...

Time to reveal the finished product. So one of the things I loved about this model choice was the markings, as can be
seen on the tail. The plane has the Ocean Camouflage and each side of the tail is painted to represent the squadron
history. The silver for T-33’s and F-86’s, and the Forest Camouflage for the T-2’s. I’m also happy with how the exhaust
nozzle turned out.

This was a hard fight at the end. Any one of the foul ups almost killed the
plane, but luckily I was able to overcome each issue. I wish I didn’t have
to deal with any of these issues, but sometimes that’s how things go.
Again, I love the paint scheme on this plane and I’m happy with my own
paint mix, but after the whole build I’m open to reconsider some things
that I did. As nice as the replacement gear wells look, I’m not sure that
they are worth it. I may not use my second set on the next F-2 (or F-16)
that I build. The resin exhaust however is worth every penny. It really
elevates the look of the item. The kit part does look quite plain and thick.
So hopefully I’ve learned some things again from this build (that I
hopefully won’t forget). I highly recommend you search out some
modern Japanese aircraft. Even their non-anniversary marked planes
look great.
Nice save.
We love
it.

